
elements. The relatively recent rise of human influence in the landscape has not changed

the basic processes, only the speed at which they occur. While some new and unfamiliar

chemical species have been released to the environment, the major influence is the

spatial concentration of chemicals.

The Role of Wetlands in Regional Nutrient Dynamics

Wetlands have historically been at the receiving end of the landscape hierarchy.

Surface water run-off was cycled through wetlands and then either released to rivers,

lakes, and estuaries or allowed to slowly filter through accumulated organic matter into

ground waters. In either way, surface waters were filtered and nutrients retained on the

lands. The organic matter released from the wetlands became the basis for some aquatic

food chains and enriched aquatic plant production. As a result of humanity's efforts to

pave uplands, drain wetlands, and by-pass normal drainage systems in order to increase

run-off rates, the landscape hierarchy has been short circuited and downstream waters

enriched with unfiltered and ill-timed releases.

Other wetland values such as wildlife values, scenic qualities, and flood

modification stem from their place in the landscape hierarchy. As elements in the

landscape that receive nutrient laiden runoff, they are productive, and attract wildlife to

feed, breed, and nest. Wetlands are appreciated for their scenic qualities because, in

many areas, they are the only remaining vestige of a natural landscape. Their potential

for attenuating floods results from their position within the landscape as storage devices

and friction against the flow of water.
,.

Wetlands and Wastewater

Since the early 1970's, researchers have been examining the potential for

discharging treated sewage effluent to wetland ecological systems (See Odum et. al 1970;

Odum and Ewel 1974, 1975, 1976, 1978, 1980; Boyt et. al 1977; Kadliec et al. 1979;

Zoltek et. al 1979). They have generally concluded that wetland systems are well-

adapted to this role and thus might be considered natural, low energy, tertiary treatment

facilities (see Basstain and Benforado, 1983; Engler and Patrick, 1977; Ewel and Odum,

1979; Fetter et. al., 1978; Fritz and Helle, 1978; Heimburg, 1977; Kadlec, 1979,

Lakshman, 1979; Mechenich, 1980: Nicholas, 1983; Stanlick, 1976; Stewart and Ornes,

1975; Sutherland, 1977; Tilton, 1976; Tilton and Kadlec, 1979; and Wighan and Simpson,

1976). While the success of wetland treatment systems varies, nitrogren and phosphorus

removal rates are generally better than 90 percent within wetlands that are not

overloaded (see Table 1).
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